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As I am sure you know, ‘there is a 

season for every activity under the 

heavens’ (Ecclesiastes 3:1). Some of 

those activities are refl ected in this issue 

of Herald.

There is a time for making plans and looking 

forward, albeit – as we saw in 2020 – while 

remembering that the mysterious providence of God 

may require us to make radical changes to our initial 

thinking. Jason and Andie Murfi tt are making plans 

for a new sphere of service in Madeira and you can 

catch up with their progress.

There is a time for appreciating the situations 

in which some of the Lord’s people have to work. 

We have all been affected by Covid-19, but there 

have been considerable differences in the ways in 

which countries around the world have been able 

to respond. Whatever we may think of our own 

government’s handling of the crisis, we have been 

blessed to have an infrastructure which is not readily 

available in all countries. Anthony Green and Ronny 

Tipismana share some of the highs and lows that 

they have seen in Peru where conditions have been 

very different from our own. 

There is a time – yes, perhaps even right now – for 

a church to identify, send and support a Christian 

worker. This has been the experience of Grace 

Baptist Church Southport – and on more than one 

occasion. What is it like to be involved in such a 

process? How does the church see it? How do the 

leaders take things forward? What is it like for the 

person being sent? As you read the article by Maciek 

Stolarski you will want to see how its contents 

could be useful in your own fellowship. Is there 

someone in your church with suitable gifting to 

serve the Lord in a new area?

There is a time for learning about aspects 

of the Lord’s work with which we may not be 

all that familiar. We have sometimes felt that 

GBM radio ministry is the ‘Cinderella’ part of 

our work, its value not often recognised. Maybe 

you have wondered about its effectiveness? 

It may not make the headlines, not even the 

Christian headlines, but radio ministry is playing 

a signifi cant part in the spread of the good news 

of the Lord Jesus. The Word of God is proclaimed 

to an unseen audience, and sometimes those 

involved in this ministry have little idea of 

the impact. But encouraging feedback does 

come – as you will discover when you read Ian 

Flanders’ article.

There is a time for spiritual refl ection – and this 

month Paul Brunning helps us to look back at 

2020 in the light of God’s word.

And there is a time for sharing one’s testimony 

and Christian experience. We hear from a man 

raised in Islam who came to faith in the Lord 

Jesus Christ. The mission fi eld before us may be a 

diffi cult one, but there are real encouragements 

which remind us that the kingdom of God 

continues to grow.

Read on – and be challenged and encouraged!
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Above: Preaching on Acts under the tree in Parque Santa Catarina  Below, left: Sandro and Emma plan to work 

alongside Jason and Andie on Madeira   Below, right: Madeira is a beautiful island, yet with great spiritual needs
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Jason: Picture a little group gathered under a 
tree in Santa Catarina Park, overlooking Madeira’s 
capital city Funchal. The ocean stretches into the 
distance. The temperature is in the mid-20s, just 
perfect in the shade. I put down some mats 
and we sit there. It’s very simple: I open in 
prayer, read the Word and preach it, then 
close in prayer. Last time I also set up my iPad 
and eleven more people tuned in on Zoom from 
across the island and beyond. 

People are wandering around the park, 
walking dogs, talking, sitting down, and they can 
see what we’re doing. Before the service I talk to 
a few of them and invite them to join us. Then 
after the service if there’s anyone hanging around 
we give them a tract and tell them what we’ve 
been doing.

When did all this start? How did the Lord lay 
Madeira on your hearts?
Jason: The seeds were sown before we went 
to Brazil, when we met a missionary who had 
written a book about Madeira called The Wolf 
from Scotland. Over the next fifteen years I kept 
coming across news of Madeira, then in 2015 I 

heard about a Cornish man working in a Baptist 
church on Madeira. Our mission secretary was 
going on holiday there, so I asked her to pass our 
prayer card to him and say that we were praying 
for him. That very Sunday their pastor of forty 
years announced his retirement. The pastor and I 
got in touch, and he said that if I was wondering 
about where the Lord is calling us next, perhaps 
consider Madeira. We knew that the Lord was 
preparing us for another mission field but had 
no clear call to anywhere else in the Amazon. As 
we were going to England for a few months in 
2016, we planned a week on Madeira. By the 
end of that week we both felt this was the Lord’s 
leading. But one way you test the calling is to 
share with the elders and with prayer partners 
– and they were supportive too. We needed to 
spend some time in the UK first, especially with 
Lucy’s GCSEs coming up. In September 2018 I 
made my first solo trip to Madeira. The elders 
agreed that I should go every few months, and 
that’s what we did until the lockdown! – but I still 
managed five trips this year.

We’ve also built a strong relationship with a 
wonderful Madeiran brother in the UK, Sandro. 

In partnership with their sending church in Gorran Haven, GBM and 
others, Jason and Andrea Murfitt have been praying and preparing 
to plant a new church on the island of Madeira. We chatted to Jason 
and Andie to hear how the gospel seed is taking root

PRAY, PREPARE, PLANT –  
 THE MISSION TO 

MADEIRA
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He has a heart for church planting on the island 
and we hope that he will move back there with 
his family to work alongside us.

Tell us about the spiritual climate on 
Madeira. Are there other faithful gospel 
works on the island?
Jason: The population is ninety-six per cent 
Roman Catholic, probably two per cent atheists 
and the rest are a real mixture! There are about 
1,700 active Jehovah’s Witness missionaries on 
the island, a small Mormon movement and a 
Pentecostal movement which is evangelical but 
confused on some secondary issues. In terms of 
biblical, conservative Christians there’s just 
one small Baptist church with about 10-
15 members. We talked to the elders and 
offered to help, but although they are happy 
that we’re coming to the island they wanted 
to remain independent from us.

How does the Roman Catholic culture affect 
people’s thinking and lives?
Jason: You’re presumed to be Roman Catholic 
unless you consciously decide otherwise. This 
goes back to the original Portuguese settlers who 
came to the island in 1419. There’s a quarter 
of a million people on Madeira; about 10,000 
would go to a place of worship on the Lord’s Day. 
The vast majority have never heard the gospel – 
probably most of them don’t even know what 
they’re supposed to believe as Roman Catholics.
Andie: We always need the Spirit to open 

blind eyes. It’s often harder when they’ve got a 
spiritual awareness because they’ll just agree with 
everything you say; so if you’re talking about 
Jesus the Saviour and how you need to turn from 
your sin, they’re nodding. But it’s just because 
they’ve got an awareness of spiritual things.
Jason: Rome does claim that the Bible is the 
inspired Word of God and that’s a wonderful 
open door to conversations. Your average Roman 
Catholic assumes that the Bible is true, but they 
haven’t thought through what it actually says. 
Mariolatry is very popular. Mary’s the big statue 
with little baby Jesus in her arms; she’s got the 
big crown and he’s got the little crown. They pray 
through Mary to God and hold processions with 
idols of Mary all over the place.

How have your short visits to Madeira 
helped you prepare to plant a new church?
Jason: I just started very simply, walking the 
streets praying to meet people that the Lord had 
prepared. It was quite intimidating at first, not 
knowing anybody on the island. I’d go out with 
a pocketful of leaflets and every day have several 
meaningful conversations – ten minutes, an hour 
or two hours. If I see Jehovah’s Witnesses I talk to 
them about the gospel. It’s a great temptation to 
think, ‘I can’t be bothered with them’, but there 
they are with their little stand and their literature; 
they’ve got zeal, they’ve got convictions and 
they’re willing to tell the whole world what they 
believe. That gives me an invitation to tell them 
what I believe! If I see a homeless person asking 

for money then I may give them a euro or two, 
but I’ll always give them the Word of God. I give 
leaflets to people in restaurants where I eat, or 
leave leaflets in strategic places like bookstores, 
churches, bus stops, on benches and in hotels.

Our summer team in June 2019 had wonderful 
opportunities. We took 5,000 leaflets, 600 Bibles 
and 500 booklets, and handed out two-thirds 
of these in four days. When I returned on my 
own in August I wanted to distribute the rest. I 
decided to leave a display of literature in every 
Roman Catholic place of worship I found. That 
Lord’s Day I went to twelve different churches and 
left leaflets, Bibles and booklets. At one church 
there were about two hundred worshippers. I 
saw a big table at the back with nothing on it, so 
I filled it with a wonderful display of Bibles and 
other literature – then I shot out of there before 
the service finished! The next day I got an email 
saying: ‘I’m an evangelical Christian. I’ve just come 
back to the island and out of desperation I went 
to that place. I’m certainly not Roman Catholic 
but I really wanted to go somewhere to worship 
God, and I picked up your leaflet on the way 
out.’ Her name is Sabine, and I met up with her 
the next day and we’ve had contact ever since. 
She’s our sister in Christ and fantastic! I’ve had 
services in her home and she’s introduced me to 
many people. Sandro’s met her as well and every 
Saturday she joins our Zoom prayer meeting.

We also met a Venezuelan lady called ‘Loretta.’ 

One day during outreach I handed her a leaflet 
and a conversation began. Now I see her every 
time I visit, but I’m passing the relationship over 
to Sabine as it’s more appropriate for her to meet 
Loretta regularly. Loretta is close to the kingdom, 
and she’s asking for prayer – but she’s still holding 
on to some idols in her life. She’s introduced 
me to her friends – one of them is very curious 
and wants to understand the truth through the 
Word of God. ‘Felix’ is another ongoing contact 
– someone who thought he was saved until he 
better understood what the gospel was. He said 
he’d love to meet with me and Sandro again.

There are other Christians scattered on the 
island – previously at the Presbyterian church, in 
the Pentecostal movement, or they are Anglicans 
or Baptists who don’t go anywhere now. Let’s pray 
that these scattered sheep will be drawn together 
and find good biblical fellowship and teaching, so 
their faith is revitalised to serve the Lord again.

Our plans are in the Lord’s hands, but if all 
is well we hope to move to the island in the 
first half of 2021. Our two newly-adopted 
children will of course go with us, while Lucy 
stays in the UK living with a Christian family 
and attending college in Bath to complete a 
performing arts course. Sandro and his family plan 
to join us around the same time. 

We’re so thankful for everyone’s prayerful 
support, and we’re excited to see what the 
Lord will do on Madeira.

Above: Roman Catholicism is strong on Madeira, but Jason often leaves gospel literature at places of worship

Facing page, left to right: ‘Jose’ with the Bible Jason gave him; Sabine; the June 2019 mission team

MADEIRA
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Covid-19 has severely affected Peru, which has registered one of 
the world’s worst death rates – and the true figure will be much 
higher. Yet as Anthony Green and Ronny Tipismana write, the 
Lord has continued bringing people to faith in Arequipa

Early in 2020, with short 
notice, Pastor Carlos told the 
church that he would be taking 

up a new ministry in Paramonga, 
a town north of Lima. The church 

here asked me to lead them through 
the transition, the first step being to 

organise an anniversary and farewell service 
for March. But just two weeks before that the 
shutdown and state of emergency was suddenly 
announced, changing all our plans for the year.

The children´s ministry and adult meetings 
in Villa Magisterial came to an abrupt halt. We 
initially started an audio ministry on the church´s 
WhatsApp group; then a church Facebook page, 
and then on to an interactive Bible study on 
Zoom. It was a steep learning curve regarding 
online ministry, coming alongside the increased 
responsibilities to care for all the families in the 
church. But through it all I’ve felt like a surfer on 
the waves – the Spirit leading and bearing me 

above, free from all care and burden. It has been 
the joy of my life to minister to families and 
to feel the love and care of the fellowship 
towards us as a family.

The state of emergency immediately ended 
the employment of most of our members. 
Only a couple of them remained working in 
essential services: one in a local hospital and 
another in policing. Many who had no savings 
or income were left in a precarious situation, 
which was a real concern to us. As GBM Peru is 
a registered charity here, I got permission from 
the national police to travel and begin visiting 
many families with food aid. This also provided 
the opportunity to reach a number of unsaved 
families near our church.

We have a good group of committed young 
people, and one of them, Anderson, began a 
ministry during lockdown reaching youth from 
outside our church. He has a good network of 
personal contacts, including people from his 

New life in the 
pandemic

PERU

Do not fear, O land, rejoice and be glad, for the 

Lord has done great things. (Joel 2:21)
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artistic group, his work in photography and for 
the district mayor. This ministry involves cycling, 
running and other exercise, then finishing with a 
Bible study by the river Chili.

A young man called Jonathan recently 
confessed faith. His father was tragically 
killed through an accident at work, and with 
his widowed mother they were both in real 
need of support during the months of the 
state of emergency. 

We have been able to reach many with the 
gospel in Arequipa through Facebook. We are 
excited to see how the Holy Spirit will guide us to 
follow them up, as we seek to reach these people 
who have regularly listened to the gospel over 
many months.

In November the health department issued 

guidelines for churches to open, so on 15 
November we held out first ‘in-person’ service 
since March. Thirty-two people came and more 
watched live on Facebook. It was a joy to be 
together before the Lord after so long, and there 
was a really good spirit. It will be some months 
before the situation is normalised in the country.

Pray with us that the Lord will add others to 
his church through salvation, and as we work 
towards being an independent fellowship within 
the next couple of years. Please also pray for 
us as we plan to construct a safer and larger 
meeting place – from drywall to concrete! 
The city of Arequipa is in a seismic area and is 
located within the Pacific ‘ring of fire’, with a few 
volcanoes thrown in!

We have a married couple 
called Karina and Cesar who 
have attended our church for 

some time. This year we have 
seen new life in them as they left 

their religion to trust the Lord Jesus 
Christ. They left their jobs on Sundays to 

dedicate themselves to worship the Lord, and 
they are always present at the prayer meetings 
and Bible studies – even with their children. We 
have finished the baptism course with them and 
they want to take this important step in their 
lives. God willing this will take place very soon.

The same thing happened with Angelica. For 
many years she has been attending our church 
and this year the Lord pierced her heart. She has 
also finished her baptism course, and has asked if 
she can be baptised in a river at her hometown. 
She wants her family and neighbours to see that 
Christ now lives in her. She is always sharing 
what the Lord is doing in her life.

Lucía has also attended our church for a long 
time, and the Lord has used this difficult year to 

call her and save her. She will be baptised in 
January.

We do not have strategies; we only have 
Bible studies where we teach the Word of 
God and encourage the brothers to invite their 
friends and family. We want to evangelise more 
as a church all together, with worship services 
that are as simple as possible, seeking the help of 
the Holy Spirit who convicts of sin.

Through the pandemic we thank God that 
we have stood together. We have seen many 
believers who were cold for years returning, 
and the Lord has opened doors for us to 

share the gospel with new people.
On Mondays I am in church to help couples 

who have problems, and we are receiving 
more people from our community who have 
an interest in the gospel. Every morning we 
share devotionals and hymns with the whole 
church to encourage one other. We also 
meet through Zoom on Wednesdays for Bible 
study and prayer, and on Thursdays we 
teach discipleship and baptism classes. On 
Saturdays we meet with the youth, and on 
Sundays we worship our Saviour with all the 
families together.

PERU

We want to evangelise more 

as a church all together, with 

worship services that are as 

simple as possible, seeking the 

help of the Holy Spirit who 

convicts of sin.
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A new missionary is going out from your church! 
People look up the place where they are heading. 
Amid all the inquisitive enquiries there is a lot of 
preparation behind the scenes. Enter the expertise 
of GBM to assist and work alongside the local 
leaders, who may have been scratching their heads 
wondering where to start.

Impact on the sending church
We have been privileged to have had one of our 
members, N, serving with GBM for many years. 
N’s geographical location was not abroad in some 
exotic place. She was UK-based, but she ministered 
to many who did come from far off places. When 
she came home to visit, she would share with us the 

individuals she had befriended and ministered to. 
Their names and faces became familiar so that we 
could pray intelligently. Prayer meetings were not 
mundane affairs.

Information about N’s work was not confined to 
the sending church. The network of local churches 
supporting GBM also benefited. Some took her 
to heart and followed her with great interest. She 
made regular deputation visits and the prayer base 
was expanded. The Mission’s prayer diary contained 
monthly items she provided. She wrote articles 
for the Herald, and was featured in Prayer Waves. 
Without this wide network her local church would 
not have been able to sustain her in ministry.

Where do you start?
It can take quite some time from the first inkling 
of a person being moved by God’s Spirit, to them 
starting in the field. Church leaders need to test 
the call. In N’s case it was a matter of training, 
which began with ministry tasks within the church 
working alongside ladies and children. Would 
the sense of call fizzle out, or would conviction 
be strengthened? Was N’s character and gifting 
suited? The area of service may not yet have been 
known, so how would clarity come? She continued 
her training with the church at Haworth, where 
she was first challenged about the idea of cross-
cultural mission. She then worked alongside others 
reaching out to the cross-cultural populace in the 

area. This was the eureka moment – ministering to 
women from other cultures who were living in the 
UK. She began attending weekly Urdu lessons with 
a retired missionary to Pakistan, and conferences 
to learn more about Islam. A local church does 
not have to do everything by itself; partnering 
with other churches can provide practical training 
experience. The two churches were enriched by their 
partnership.

So, to N’s next phase of life. It was to be in 
another nation but within the UK – Wales! She 
spent her first three years in the centre of Cardiff 
working alongside Cardiff Asian Christian Outreach, 
working with a city-wide team ministering to the 
multi-cultural communities of the city. Then the 

All in it

the partnership of mission

SOUTHPORT

Nothing stimulates a local church in its own local witness 
like having one of its members serving as a cross-cultural 
missionary. It enriches the tapestry of church life and interest. 
Grace Baptist Church in Southport have found this from their 
own experience, as Maciek Stolarski writes
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‘We will tell the next generation’
Designed for children of primary school age, 
Let’s Go! is a fun and fascinating way to 

 ✱ engage them with God’s promises for all the peoples 
of the world

 ✱ introduce them to missionaries serving around the 
world

 ✱ inspire them to pray for needs across the world

Subscribe for just £3 per year, covering the Spring and 
Autumn issues.

For full details visit: gbm.org.uk/letsgo

sunny climes and bustle of Cardiff Bay would be 
her home for the next few years as she was based 
in the Bay Church, working alongside the members 
there as they sought to reach out to the very diverse 
community around them. The basis of the work was 
building and developing relationships with women 
whose domestic culture and religion were alien. 
That worked both ways: many of N’s contacts could 
not get their heads round her singleness. When a 
relationship reached a point where spiritual matters 
could be raised, God’s unconditional love was a 
concept that they could not always grasp and readily 
accept. It would have to take something greater than 
human power to bring about an understanding. 
It was exhausting work, for many of the contacts 
needed various forms of help, which meant phone 
conversations at unsocial hours.

Responsibilities of the sending church
What did we, as the sending church, learn? The 
importance of having in place a framework of 
support. The Bay Church gave the local, operational 
and day-to-day spiritual support. The sending church 
leaders endeavoured to meet annually with N and 
the Bay Church leadership. This was often together 
with GBM representation when all the interested 

parties could gather to pray and discuss. From these 
get-togethers, the representatives would report 
back to their respective bodies, Mission Council and 
church members.

It is important for those overseeing a missionary 
worker to have an exit strategy in mind. This may 
be related to the fulfi lment of a task, the conditions 
on the ground or the health of the worker. After 
a number of years, the intensity of the work was 
beginning to tell on N. Being a single person 
was a signifi cant factor and she needed to be 
closer to home. So she moved back to be with 
her home church and use her experience to help 
other churches engage with the different ethnic 
communities around them.

We are all in it together
N is now a full-time worker within her local church 
in Southport. We recognise that without the 
network of GBM churches supporting prayerfully 
and fi nancially, her valuable cross-cultural ministry 
could not have taken place. The Head of the 
Church tasks his people with gospel work to all 
the nations. Some go out directly – maybe the 
Lord is stirring you? – but the majority remain 
behind in full support.

Root Hill Youth Camp 2021
The Glory of God

and the
Enjoyment of Life

Join us at Root Hill, 21 - 28 August
Fully-catered camp for 16-25 year olds

Bible ministry and mission speakers
Activities and outings

Full details at gbm.org.uk/roothill
Booking opens on 4 January

Athelington 2021
God willing, GBM’s Athelington holiday will be 

back this year, 31 July - 7 August

• Self-catering lodge, camping or caravanning 

holiday in the beautiful Suffolk countryside

• Daily Bible ministry and mission reports

• Children’s programme for primary school age

Full details at
gbm.org.uk/athelington

Booking opens on 4 January

SOUTHPORT

Without the network of GBM churches supporting 

prayerfully and fi nancially, her valuable cross-

cultural ministry could not have taken place.
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Ian Flanders, supported by 
his wife Hélène, produces 
GBM Radio’s French language 
programmes. Through this vital 
ministry the gospel reaches into 
some of the most troubled parts 
of the world, including, as Ian 
tells us here, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo

Espérance Aujourd’hui has been 
on air now for about seventeen 
years. It is currently broadcast by 

well over one hundred local radio 
stations located in a dozen countries 

of francophone Africa. Such facts 
and fi gures can seem rather abstract and 

impersonal when, in reality, Christian radio reaches 
into the intimacy of people’s homes and lives, and 
touches the hearts of individuals one by one.

Gilbert is one such individual of whom we receive 
occasional news. He lives in the troubled north 

east of the Democratic Republic of Congo where 
he serves as a pastor. Gilbert also contributes his 
own programmes, once a fortnight, on his local 
station, Radio  Réconciliation. He strives to relate 
the gospel, through radio, to the many war 
orphans living in the area.

Sadly, the most recent news of Gilbert is that 
the village where he was serving was attacked and 
ransacked by an armed group – a rebel militia from 
Rwanda. Gilbert escaped unharmed but his home 
and church building were pillaged and remain 
unusable. Gilbert is praying about what to do next 
whilst, for the time being, he helps a pastor in 
another village.

This is not the fi rst time that Gilbert’s life has 
been blighted by rebels. Some years ago, he lost 
his livelihood when an armed group swept through 
his village and took away his small herd of cattle. 
At that time, he was totally ignorant of the gospel. 
But one day soon after, he was fl icking through 
the channels of his radio, when he came across 
Radio Réconciliation and began to listen. He 
returned day after day, attentively drinking in 
gospel teaching from radio programmes including 
Espérance Aujourd’hui.

After some time, Gilbert placed his trust in Christ 
and at that point he called the radio station. The 

Truth Réconciliation
the gospel’s power in the DRC

Above: Jean-Luc’s son Nathanial also works for the radio station, which broadcasts from the white building on the hill 

behind him  Below, left: Jean-Luc Simbiliabo is the director of Radio Réconciliation (RTER) 

Below, right: Gilbert came to Christ as he listened to RTER broadcasts
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Above: Ian Flanders and his wife Hélène
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director, Jean-Luc, made an arduous trip along 
muddy unpaved tracks out to visit him and was 
able to connect him to a local church where he was 
discipled and baptised. Complementing the church, 
listening to our radio programmes helped Gilbert to 
grow in his understanding and faith.

Later, Gilbert trained for ministry at the Bible 
college in Nyankunde, where the booklets we 
produce, containing the same teaching as the radio 
programmes, are amongst the limited amount 
of Christian literature to be found in the library. 
Whilst continuing to listen to Radio Réconciliation 
for instruction and encouragement, he also began 
to contribute his own programmes on the station, 
teaching the Bible in Kiswahili. Upon recently 
completing his training, he was sent out to look after 
a remote village congregation.

Radio Réconciliation is also located in the village 
of Nyankunde. It exists to bring gospel light to a 
region where most people have been afflicted in 
one way or another by the unspeakable atrocities of 
ongoing tribal and political tensions and conflicts. 
Radio Réconciliation actively proclaims the gospel of 
forgiveness and hope in a context of cruel adversity. 
It also seeks to promote reconciliation, justice 
and peace where healthy family and community 
relationships have broken down under the ravages 
of war. Espérance Aujourd’hui has a prominent 
role to play as it is aired at four different time slots 
every morning. Nevertheless, the influence of these 
programmes reaches even further. Jean-Luc has told 
us that they often shape and inform the teaching of 
local presenters as they prepare programmes in their 
tribal languages – with some appropriate cultural 
tweaking occurring in the process.

Supplies of our booklets are sent to the radio 
station where Jean-Luc distributes them, sending 
many to about a dozen other radio stations where 
they are used by presenters or in follow-up with 
interested listeners. Some, as previously mentioned, 
are given to the Bible college, for the students to 
consult, and others are sent to the local hospital 
where patients can read them.

We recently asked Jean-Luc, the director of Radio 
Réconciliation, if he had any feedback concerning 
our radio programmes and he reported, ‘Listeners 
often tell us that the Holy Spirit speaks to them 
through these programmes; they say: “These 
people live so far away and they cannot see 
us, and yet they understand our problems and 
speak to us as if they know us!”’

I find this compliment reassuring, as I constantly 
wonder whether it is really possible to bridge 
the cultural divide and the gulf in life experience 
that separates a typical Englishman from a typical 
African. Just as the listeners in Nyankunde suggest, 
any ability I have to speak into their hearts is 
ultimately the result of the gracious equipping of the 
Holy Spirit. Within that context, the opportunities 
I have had to travel to Africa and my occasional 
sabbatical studies have been highly formative.

Indeed, earlier this year I was granted the privilege 
of a three-month sabbatical that I devoted to 
studying The Theology of the Poor. I have seen at 

first hand the ravages of poverty and the pastoral 
issues it raises. The so-called prosperity gospel has 
been one response to poverty in Africa, a very 
flawed response, based on deceptive false hope. 
Nevertheless, it is appropriate for us to ask how 
we make sense of poverty and what the church’s 
response should be, both pastorally and practically. 
Please pray for me as I seek to weave some of the 
results of my studies into future radio programmes.

It is impossible to know, with any degree of 
accuracy, how many people are listening regularly 
to Espérance Aujourd’hui in Africa, as well in 
Haiti, Spain or France. Right across francophone 
Africa, just like Gilbert, every individual will 
have their own personal story, all too often 
involving poverty, sickness, injustice and violence. 
Nevertheless, we trust that the basic Bible 
teaching presented by these radio programmes, 
taken and applied by the Spirit, is quietly giving birth 
to faith, shaping lives and transforming hearts - one 
by one.

The production of Espérance 
Aujourd’hui has been dependent 
upon me travelling to France 
to record my scripts with 
French believers. With various 
quarantine measures and 
restrictions in place, both here 
and in France, such trips are 
currently not possible. I had 
become concerned because 
all recordings from previous 
trips to France had been made 
into finished programmes by 
October 2020, and there was 
the prospect that production 
would come to a halt. This was 
made a matter of prayer and I 
can gratefully announce that 

God has answered our prayers, 
and yours! Several willing and 
able native French speaking 
believers have been found in the 
south of England and recordings 
have resumed using the studios 
in Abingdon. Nevertheless, as I 
write, further recording sessions 
have had to be postponed 

until the new lockdown comes 
to an end. Furthermore, the 
production and distribution of 
our booklets has also ceased, 
temporarily we hope! Along 
with so many others whose 
ministry has been disrupted by 
the ongoing Covid crisis, we look 
to God for wisdom, solutions, 
and ways forward into a fruitful 
ministry on behalf of people like 
Gilbert.

If, once Covid restrictions 
permit, you would be interested 
in volunteering to help with the 
production of the booklets in 
Abingdon, Ian would be glad to 
hear from you.

HOW HAS THE PANDEMIC AFFECTED PRODUCTION?

Romuald Lasnes recording 
in Abingdon

ESPÉRANCE AUJOURD’HUI
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Most of us have not experienced a pandemic before, 
but widespread outbreaks of deadly disease are 
not new. The worldwide death-toll from ‘Spanish 
fl u’ in 1918-19 was around 50 million people. The 
Great Plague of London killed about 100,000 people 
in England between 1665 and 1666, including 
fi fteen per cent of London’s population. In the 14th 
century the Black Death swept across Central Asia, 
the Middle East and Europe; at least one-third, and 
possibly over a half, of Europe’s population died. 
Infectious diseases still far outweigh confl ict and 
natural disasters as a cause of death.

Plague and pestilence feature repeatedly in the 
Bible – famously the plagues on Egypt. The Israelites 
also suffered deadly plagues when the Lord chastised 
his straying and rebellious people. Biblical plagues 
are usually linked by Scripture itself to a certain 
sinful act or pattern of behaviour, but we must be 
careful how we apply such lessons to later plagues 

and pandemics. We can’t link our present crisis to 
particular sins, although we can say in general that 
disease and death are consequences of sin and the 
curse.

We have been very conscious through the last 
year of the massive impact the pandemic has 
had on mission work. Because of coronavirus the 
Joneses and the Hawthornes spent most of 2020 
in the UK rather than serving in Africa as expected. 
Sarah Clay had to fl y back from Peru in March. All 
the other GBM missionaries have been affected 
by lockdowns, closure of church buildings and 
cancellation of events. Several have contracted 
Covid-19 themselves. In Peru, the Philippines and 
elsewhere our missionaries have been serving and 
supporting church members and communities who 
have struggled with sickness and serious hardship as 
local economies fl oundered.

These diffi culties can make us ask, ‘Why, Lord?’ 

[21]

PESTILENCE
AND

PROMISES
mission through extraordinary timesmission through extraordinary timesmission through extraordi

COVID-19

Words like ‘unprecedented’ and ‘extraordinary’ have often 
been used to describe the last year. It has felt like that to us, 
yet we must set this diffi cult year in the context of God’s plan yet we must set this diffi cult year in the context of God’s plan 
and promises revealed in the Bibleand promises revealed in the Bible
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One answer comes from the words of the Lord Jesus 
in Luke 21:11, where he warns his people about the 
signs that will mark the last days – the whole period 
from his earthly ministry until his return in glory. 
Jesus tells us, ‘There will be… pestilences.’ Those of 
us in the relatively rich and comfortable West are 
not used to plague and pestilence, but such things 
are part of creation’s ‘groaning’ and ‘bondage to 
corruption’ (Romans 8:22, 21) until Christ returns 
to make all things new. Many generations and parts 
of the world are much more familiar with what has 
been such a shock to our system. Pestilence and 
other great troubles will continue, and perhaps 
increase, as the Lord’s return draws near. So should 
we despair? Not at all! Jesus says, ‘When these 
things [the gathering signs of the end] begin to take 
place, straighten up and raise your heads, because 
your redemption is drawing near’ (Luke 21:28). 
Pestilence is temporary; Christ’s kingdom is eternal.   

How will pandemics affect mission? We’ve 
mentioned some of the difficulties. And this plague 
year will undoubtedly prove to be a time of sifting. 
Tragically, some people are hardened by suffering. 
Revelation 9:20-21 gives us a sobering picture of 
men and women ‘who were not killed by these 
plagues’ refusing to repent. They shake their fists at 
God and continue headlong for destruction rather 
than seeking the mercy he freely offers in Christ. 
Jesus also tells us that there will be times during the 
last days when ‘the love of many will grow cold’ 
(Matthew 24:12).

Yet that is not the whole story. We have been 
so encouraged to hear from missionaries in many 
contexts who have told of God’s gracious saving 
work during this year. People have come to faith, 

been baptised and joined churches in Peru, Poland, 
Central Asia, East Asia and the Philippines to name 
some. Even here in the UK! Straying sheep have 
returned, reawakened to their need of the Lord. New 
contacts have been made through online services 
and loving community engagement. Church planting 
continues. Books are being written, translated and 
published to help Christians in many countries.

Here is evidence, if we needed it, that God’s work 
does not depend on our convenience and our idea 
of the ‘right’ conditions. As we have struggled 
through the last year, facing new challenges and 
often feeling out of our depth, the Holy Spirit has 
brought the Word with power to people’s hearts. 
Our missionaries have often experienced the truth 
of Christ’s words, ‘My power is made perfect in 
weakness’ (2 Corinthians 12:9). Give thanks for this.

As we enter a new year with all its ‘unknowns’, 
we may wonder what mission will look like if – when 
– pestilence troubles the world again. We can expect 
more sifting of the church. We can expect more 
hardened hearts. We can expect more reorganising 
of church life – and probably more Zooming! But 
we can also expect God to keep using us to bring 
men, women, boys and girls to faith in Christ. 
We have the promise from the lips of our Saviour, 
‘This gospel of the kingdom will be proclaimed 
throughout the whole world as a testimony to 
all nations, and then the end will come’ (Matthew 
24:14). So we continue in mission, standing on the 
unshakable promises of God.

Paul Brunning
(Scripture quotations from the ESV)

When a Muslim comes to faith in Christ they can face acute 
pressures and physical danger from their family and community. 
‘Karim’ has shared his experiences and thoughts on how British 
churches can help Muslim-background believers

I was born in Rawalpindi, Pakistan, to Sunni Muslim 
parents. When I was six years old I came across a 
children’s story Bible and read about the healing 
of the paralytic man who was lowered through 
the roof to Jesus. That was my first introduction 
to Christianity, and I was drawn to this man Jesus 
because I also had a disability.

I was curious as I grew up and tried reading a 
Gideon Bible, but I didn’t have anyone to explain it 
and eventually lost interest. When I was nineteen I 
saw a banner advertising a healing crusade with an 
American preacher. I knew that in Qur’an Jesus did 

miracles, even raising people from the dead – so I 
went along. After that I started going to churches 
trying to find out more. I read the biography of 
Muhammad and compared it to the Gospels, and I 
saw what a big lie was there in my life.

I had been fearful of what my family would say, 
so for a couple of years I kept this hidden. But when 
I came to England I was more confident to openly 
profess my faith. I started associating with Christians 
and going to churches. It was seven or eight years 
before I made a full commitment and started 
attending an evangelical Baptist church.

‘WE NEED TO BELONG’ 
– a convert from Islam in Britain
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Later my parents and brother came over. A 
Pakistani Christian family took my parents to 
church and they were converted and baptised, 
although very secretly. They feel vulnerable 
talking about it, because if my uncles and 
aunts back in Pakistan knew about my parents’ 
conversion or my conversion, they would banish 
us from the village graveyard. That’s a very big 
offence – a matter of honour.

I have met hostility from Muslims here in 
England and had to move a couple of times. 
Once my manager at work mentioned to 
someone that I had converted, and he got 
very angry and threw a chair at my face. The 
police tried to cover up, saying it was just a 
disagreement in the shop – they didn’t want 
to admit it was a religious thing. Another time 
somebody overheard my father saying that I went 
to church. They told a group of thugs who are 
involved in the local mosque. They came with 
iron bars and tried to smash the shopfront below 
our fl at. They rammed our cars and attacked 
them with baseball bats.

There is a fear factor for converts. Islam is 
like the mafi a – you can go in, but you can’t 
come out. If you share the gospel with Muslims, 
remember that there may be severe family and 
community problems for them. Pray about that.

Planting churches in Muslim contexts is very 
diffi cult. The biggest challenge for Christians 
from a Muslim background is the social bubble. 
You need a church family where you belong. You 
need a church family to embrace you and make 
sacrifi ces out of love, otherwise it’s a very lonely 
place. Sometimes we don’t communicate that 
love and Muslims don’t feel welcome. There is 
still racism in society. But if we make a conscious 
effort to be more loving and caring towards 
our neighbours, then Muslims will see that love 
is part of our Christian identity. That will break 
down a lot of barriers for evangelism. Jesus said, 
‘Love one another; as I have loved you. People 
will know that you are my disciples if you love 
one another.’
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SAM DEVANESAM, 
D. 15 OCTOBER 2020

Samuel was a man appointed 
and equipped by God to minister 
among the Tamil Baptist churches 
at a time when spiritual weakness 
was apparent. His ministry was 
blessed, and he remained a great 
friend to many within GBM.

The son of a pastor, Samuel 
trained for his own ministry at 
Hindustan Bible Institute. He 
married Pushpa in 1980 and they 
have three children, all serving the 
Lord in various capacities. Samuel 
was offi cially dedicated as pastor 
in January 1981.

He was a man possessing a 
multitude of God-given gifts. 

Preaching the Word of God was 
always his delight. The doctrines 
of grace came alive as God used 
him to bring new life into the 
church. He organised classes for 
pastors and played a major role in 
the literature ministry – translating 
and checking translation.

The spread of the gospel was 
uppermost in Samuel’s thinking. 
Gospel work began in many 
outlying villages with twenty-
two branch churches planted. 
HBI recognized Samuel’s efforts 
under God in church planting 
and gave him an honorary 
doctorate degree. Samuel visited 
these churches regularly and 
encouraged the pastors.

Samuel had the gift of 

interpreting for visiting speakers. 
One visitor remarked that ‘Samuel 
entered into his thoughts as no 
other could’ to make the message 
clear. He was in demand as a 
speaker and teacher for our Tamil 
Baptist Churches in the Namakkal 
area and in the south.

Samuel’s fi nal sermon preached 
on 27 September was from 
Psalm 84: ‘Blessings of new life 
in Christ.’ He was visibly weak 
physically when preaching but 
his message was powerful, his 
exhortations were strong. He will 
be greatly missed throughout 
Tamil Nadu. Pray God to raise up 
a ‘Joshua’ to fi ll Sam’s place.
Yvonne Langton (GBM 
missionary in India, 1966-2005)

Paul Deepak (Sam’s son) 
writes: More than most we, his 
immediate family, know that he 
was a sinner – a frail and fallible 
human as the rest of us. He 
would be most amused to be 
called a saint. And yet we know 
that he undeniably bore the fruits 
of repentance and justifi cation by 
faith in Christ. He was active in 
church life and prayer till the last 
morning. Faith was very much 
the essence of his existence, 
not just confi ned to the spiritual 
compartment, but fully applied to 

NEWS
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record survives at this period, and 
an equally rare insight into the 
lives and work of English women 
from the Strict Baptist churches.

Other records include the 
Mission’s move from London 
to Abingdon, with plans 
accompanying, and the surveys 
of churches in 1979 which led 
to the change of name to Grace 
Baptist Mission. There is also a 
complete set of the Mission’s 
magazine, Herald, from 1899, 
and most of its predecessor, The 
Olive Branch, from 1890. A full 
catalogue of the collection is 
held at the Mission Centre.
Sarah Charlton

DAN BRYANT
Dan is GBM’s Communications 
Administrator, working at the 
Mission Centre producing much 
of our video, audio and web 
output, as well as supporting 
our IT systems. In September 
Dan started as pastor-in-training 
(three days a week) at Abbey 
Baptist Church in Abingdon, and 
so has reduced his hours with 
GBM. Please pray for Dan as 
he serves the Lord in these two 
varied roles.

ENVISION 
PLACEMENT 
IN MEDELLÍN, 
COLOMBIA
God willing Sam Rees will travel 
to Colombia in mid-January to 
begin an 18-month Envision 
placement at the Biblical 
Seminary in Medellín. Sam will 
teach English to the students 
and faculty, as well as auditing 
some seminary courses and 
getting involved in Colombian 
church life. If you would like to 
receive Sam’s prayer letter or 
make a gift towards his costs 
then please contact the 
Mission Centre.

ENVISION TEAM 
FOR POLAND 
We are planning to run an 
Envision Team this summer to 
Legionowo, Poland. Could you 
join?

The team will work 
alongside Andrzej and Monika 
Kempczyński, helping with 
the Holiday Bible Club at 
the church and engaging in 
street evangelism. The dates 
and estimated costs will be 
confi rmed soon, but please 
do contact the Mission 
Centre if you would like to 
fi nd out more. 

the temporal life. He did not 
merely deny himself savings, 
land, jewels and comforts, 
but disdained them and pitied 
those who sought them. Faith 
bathed his mind and memory, 
and set his spirit soaring. Even 
now, I am confi dent that he 
‘lives’ in the fullest sense in 
the best of worlds.

INSIGHTS FROM THE 
ARCHIVES

The recently catalogued GBM 
archive refl ects the administrative 
history of the Mission, back to 
its founding as the Strict Baptist 
Mission (SBM) in 1861. There 
is a complete series of printed 
reports from 1862, often with 
illustrations. The minute books 
start in 1895 following the 
Mission’s reorganisation, and 
there are also minute books for 
the South Indian Strict Baptist 
Mission Society, which broke 
away from SBM, for the years 
1897-1929. SBM was principally 
a mission to south India until after 
the Second World War, and the 
archive refl ects this dominance.

Minute books show the 
working of the Mission, but the 
large collection of missionary 
letters, photo albums and 
scrapbooks give a much more 
personal take on the missionaries 
and those they were working 
with. Some of the scrapbooks 
were clearly made to be used as 
part of a display of the work and 
are extremely attractive. A real 
gem in the collection is the papers 
of the Ladies Zenana Auxiliary 
which worked among Indian 
women. A rich set of records 
survives from 1906 until 1961, 
when it merged with the main 
Mission. They include minute 
books, letters home from the 
missionary ladies, leafl ets, history 
pamphlets, photographs and 
scrapbooks illustrating a section 
of Indian society for whom little 
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GIFT AID DECLARATION
❐ I wish GBM to claim gift aid on all donations I make to GBM. I confi rm I have paid or will pay an 
amount of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax for each tax year (6 April to 5 April) that is at least 
equal to the amount of tax that will be reclaimed on my gifts for that tax year. I understand that 
other taxes such as VAT and Council Tax do not qualify. I understand the charity will reclaim 25p of 
tax on every £1 that I give.

SIGNED                         DATE             

Please notify Grace Baptist Mission if you:
· Want to cancel this declaration   · Change your name or home address   
· No longer pay suffi cient tax on your income and/or capital gains

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO
Grace Baptist Mission CIO  12 Abbey Close, Abingdon-on-Thames, Oxon, OX14 3JD
Or scan and email to infodesk@gbm.org.uk

PLEASE USE MY GIFT: 
❐ Wherever the need is greatest

❐ For the designated support of

(PLEASE SPECIFY)

(GBM CIO Trustees reserve the right to 
use donations for general charitable 
purposes of the organisation should the 

need arise)

PAYMENT BY BANK TRANSFER
❐ I have made an online transfer/bank deposit of £      
(amount) on   |       |       |       | (date)

❐ I have set up an online standing order with my bank to 
pay £         on the      (day) of        (month) and then 
monthly/quarterly/annually thereafter.

Grace Baptist Mission CIO account:
HSBC, Abingdon 
Sort code 40-08-10    Account number: 71100335

PAY BY CHEQUE
I enclose a cheque for: 

£
made payable to 
Grace Baptist Mission CIO
❐ I do not require an 
acknowledgement of this gift

STANDING ORDER FORM
❐ I have downloaded a GBM standing order form from the 
GBM website:
www.gbm.org.uk/fi nance/STANDING_ORDER_FORM.pdf 
and I have completed this and sent it to my bank. 

❐ I enclose a copy of this form for GBM’s records.  

Grace Baptist Mission CIO - Registered charity No: 1157506

· Want to cancel this declaration   · Change your name or home address   

Grace Baptist Mission CIO  12 Abbey Close, Abingdon-on-Thames, Oxon, OX14 3JD

You can now donate by 

PayPal on the GBM website
:

PayPal on the GBM website
:

gbm.org.uk

Grace Baptist Mission CIO  12 Abbey Close, Abingdon-on-Thames, Oxon, OX14 3JD

I WANT TO SUPPORT 
GRACE BAPTIST MISSION
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 JOY AND 
THANKSGIVING AT 
HALSTEAD

On Saturday, 3 October, Halstead 
Grace Baptist Church met for a 
thanksgiving service, rejoicing that 
the replanted church has become 
an independent fellowship. 
Graham Field was also formally 
inducted as pastor.

This milestone comes after 
many years of diligent work and 
prayer by Forest Baptist Church, 
Grace Baptist Partnership and 
others. Graham and Tracy moved 
to the town in 2013 and began 
patiently building relationships in 
the community and evangelising.

During the thanksgiving service 
Graham spoke about the people 
whom God has gathered into the 
church – here is a taste of those 
encouraging stories:

‘Josie (our daughter) helped 
to liven up many a mid-week 
Bible study discussion with some 
penetrating questions! The Lord 
brought her to faith and we had 

the great joy of baptising her last 
summer.

‘Tom came to us nearly six years 
ago. He really enjoyed something 
he had never experienced before 
– the Bible being explained during 
a church service! His faith became 
clear and he became the fi rst 
person we baptised since our 
involvement with the replant.

‘Ken and his wife began 
attending after three years of 
invitations! I met with Ken for 
Bible studies and he asked lots 
of probing questions. He realised 
that despite going to church 
for most of his life, he was not 
a Christian. The Holy Spirit was 
working in his life and he sought 
forgiveness, and last Sunday he 
was baptised.

‘Malc and Sonja had both 
become Christians more than 20 
years ago, and after moving out 
of London and joining us they 
have been a constant source of 
encouragement and help.

‘Aisha was a school friend 
of Josie’s. She began coming 
to church three years ago and 
around a year later we had the joy 
of baptising her.

‘Stephen and Anna were 
brought up in Christian families 
and were members of reformed 
churches when they married in 
2018. They came to us shortly 
afterwards and we think they 

were God’s answer to our prayers 
for a mature couple to join, even 
though still in their early twenties!

‘Sibel was brought up in East 
London without any Christian 
infl uence. The Lord stirred her to 
seek him and in God’s mercy she 
came to faith. The pastor of the 
church in Poplar suggested that 
she try Halstead, so Sibel started 
coming in December 2019. She 
too was baptised recently.

‘God continues to work among 
us. Several others have begun 
attending within the last year 
and we see God’s hand at work 
in their lives. We are holding on 
to the baptistry heater that we 
borrowed in the hope that it will 
soon be needed again!’
Graham Field

GRACE PLANT 
BRIGHTON

In 2012 Brighton’s Montpellier 
Place Baptist Church sadly closed 
and the site was later sold. 
It represented a community 

UKCHURCH
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 ANNUAL MISSION DAY on 24 October 2020 was 
unlike any other! We couldn’t gather in person 
but we were able to hold our AGM and watch the 
missionary presentations – all on Zoom.

More than 450 Zoom screens connected for the 
afternoon session, and since this included many 
family groups as well as a few church gatherings, 
there may have been more people watching 
than would attend in a normal year. The 
technology certainly allowed people to join in 

who wouldn’t have been able to travel to Solihull. 
The online offering has so far raised £12,897 
(excluding Gift Aid), for which we give thanks to 
God and to you all.

You can catch up on the missionary 
presentations via the GBM website or 
Facebook page. On Facebook you can also 
watch the closing session, including our 
farewells to Nicola and Phil and Lydia Evans, and 
Keith John’s ministry.
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of Christians who had been 
gathering in the city since 1834. 
But we don’t believe this is the 
end of the story. When we look 
at creation, Christ’s resurrection 
and even our own stories of 
conversion we know that God 
brings new life. So last September 
Grace Church Guildford agreed 
to release us to plant a new 
church in the city of Brighton. We 
will move down in July, but the 
praying and planning has already 
begun. We long to see a new 
work established and churches 
strengthened, rejuvenated and 
planted in the city.
Please pray:
1 That we would soon fi nd a suit-
able family and ministry home.
2 That the Lord would raise up a 
team of believers willing to give 
themselves to this mission.
3 For the Lord to save his people 
and build up his churches in the 
city.
Could you support us in prayer? 
You can sign up for our monthly 
prayer updates at https://linktr.
ee/graceplantbrighton
David Skull

NEW PASTOR AT 
BOROUGH GREEN
We praise the Lord for his 
goodness in bringing Bernard 
and Michelle Roberts to us at 
Borough Green Baptist Church. 
During our service on Sunday, 6 
December we offi cially recognised 
Bernard as our pastor. We thank 
God for all who have served us 
in faithful ministry during these 
months without a pastor, and 
for those who have prayed for 

the Holy Spirit’s guidance in the 
calling of a pastor. We also thank 
Nigel Hoad for his support and 
for introducing us to Bernard and 
Michelle.

Despite the diffi culties posed 
by the coronavirus, Bernard 
conducted a Zoom Bible study 
one week, and ministered at a 
Sunday morning service. That 
afternoon members were able 
to meet Bernard and Michelle 
(keeping to the Rule of Six!).

Please pray that Bernard and 
Michelle’s service here will be a 
rich blessing to the church and 
village.
Eddie Porter 

SALT BLESSED 
DESPITE COVID
2020 has been a scratch year for 
Christian conferences. That’s why 
the Edinburgh SALT Conference 
for young adults in October 
was so welcome. Attendees 
from seventeen churches came 
together to hear how to live 
as Christians with the world in 
opposition. God empowered 
simple, practical and challenging 
ministry from Barry King 
(Dunstable) and Ali McLachlan 

(Edinburgh) to make a profound 
impact on the conference. 
Barry showed the relevance of 
Acts 18:9-11: ‘Don’t be afraid. 
Don’t be silent. Don’t leave.’ He 
taught from Acts 17:24ff that 
the Christian can be anywhere in 
the world and accomplish God’s 
purposes, if only he/she realises 
that they belong in the world to 
come.

Ali taught that following Christ 
means dying to self, and that 
any suffering is worth it if we 
gain Christ. He added from John 
15 that suffering is expected, 
salvation is real, Christ is enough, 
and success is guaranteed.

You know a conference’s 
fellowship is valued when you 
have to throw out attendees two 
hours after it fi nishes! Taking 
copies of Calvary Road and 
Behind a Frowning Providence, 
delegates made commitments to 
Christian training, evangelism and 
service. They also said they’d be 
back on 6 March 2021.
Ali McLachlan

If your church has a story 
you’d like to share in 
Herald then please email 
details to 
paulbrunning@gbm.org.uk

UK CHURCH NEWS

Above, left: Behind the scenes 

at Annual Mission Day

Above, right: The church in 

Port Erin met together to watch 

the afternoon on big screens (no 

social distancing was needed on 

the Isle of Man!)

ANNUAL MISSION DAY 2021
Save the date! – Saturday, 30 October at the Renewal Centre in Solihull.
We hope to make the meetings securely available online for those who are unable to travel.
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Join us in our week of prayer as we pray for Europe, the most 
spiritually needy continent in the world. A DVD of prayer videos is 
being sent to every GBM supporting church. 

GBM Week of Prayer 2018

 SUNDAY 10 JUNE – FRANCE 

Give thanks for a growing French church-planting 
movement which is making good progress. This still 
leaves 99% of the population unsaved. France is 
both secular and Catholic, with a signifi cant Muslim 
presence as well. 

 ✱ Pray for James Hammond’s work among students 

in Bordeaux this year that many who have heard 

the gospel will come to faith in Christ

 ✱ Pray for a new church-plant in central Bordeaux 

that James is leading with a French pastor, Maxime 

Soumagnas - they hope to launch a Sunday 

morning service this autumn

 ✱ Tom and Lucy Forryan have not been able to go 

to serve in Paris. Pray that God will bless their 

continued efforts to reach French people through 

literature and perhaps an Envision team next year

 MONDAY 11 JUNE – AUSTRIA 

GBM has helped support mission in Austria for 
over thirty years. The work is long and slow, and 
gospel churches are few and far between. As Jean 
Ellis approaches retirement, the need for a new 
generation of missionaries becomes all the more 
important. 

 ✱ Give thanks for the continued growth of Jean’s 

work among the Deaf, and pray for the men who 

lead the Deaf fellowship

 ✱ Pray that new workers will be sent to serve 

alongside Austrian Christians, to reach the many 

towns and cities that need a gospel witness, and 

to work together to plant new churches and train 

Austrian leaders

In Christ God was reconciling the world to himself, 

not counting their trespasses against them, and 

entrusting to us the message of reconciliation

2 CORINTHIANS 5:19

GBM’s Espérance Aujourd’hui radio programmes are broadcast across troubled regions of the DRC


